CERTAINTIES, QUESTION MARKS AND VOIDS IN THE PRESENT-DAY DATA
CONCERNING THE ROTATION PERIOD OF ASTEROIDS
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Studies of asteroid rotation rates and lightcurve
properties provide important data for development
of theories of asteroid structure and physical
processes. There are more than 680,000 asteroids
with well-defined orbits. However, the LCDB data
base (version feb 2017) contains rotation period data
for only 17,437 asteroids and yet, more than two
thirds of those reported measurements still may be
uncertain by 30% (U=2) and another 10% may be
completely wrong (U=1).
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Since 2012, wide-field asteroid photometric surveys have
been revolutionizing the incoming flow of new data to the
LCDB, now comprising the majority (~60%) of data we
have. However, due to the overwhelming volume of W-F
data, their corresponding reliability is in practice almost
impossible to assess on a case-by-case basis. This poses the
question whether including W-F data actually improves or
degrades statistical analysis performed using only well
controlled, reliable data (F-D file).

It should be possible to know the characteristics of
asteroid spins without measuring every last one of
them, on condition that our sample (1) is unbiased,
and (2) it properly includes odd or outlier objects.
U=2 data should be good enough for both statistical
analysis and for identifying oddballs.

The answer: for size ranges where both F-D and W-F data
samples contains at least 100 values, the W-F mean
significantly differs from the F-D value.

W-F data inevitable biases due to the low success rate
such surveys yield (somewhere in the range of 10-30%
of targets analyzed).
With respect to studies of extremes of rotation, W-F
surveys and less controlled samples can be useful, if
the limitations are reasonably characterized.

Conclusions
By comparing the spin statistics of W-F results against
the reliable non-W-F results in each size range, it
comes evident that the vast new sample from W-F
surveys does degrade the results from the smaller but
more carefully controlled F-D data set.
The degree of bias in the W-F data for asteroids having
diameters between 3 to 20 km is consistently uniform.
Only for asteroids having 1 < D < 0.7 km the W-F data
appears to be as almost unbiased.
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